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Simon Jackson and A. Dirk Moses
Introduction: Transformative Occupations
in the Modern Middle East
What is a transformative occupation? Adam Roberts’s definition provides a useful
starting point: “[Those occupations] whose stated purpose (whether or not actually
achieved) is to change states that have failed, or have been under tyrannical rule.”1
This dossier explores the histories of such claims and projects in the modern Middle
East, from the 1920s to the 2000s, emphasizing their complex sociopolitical dynamics.
In doing so, we are conscious that the term “transformative occupation” emerged
within a wider set of related concepts that scholars, notably of international law, have
employed to understand recent global politics.
This political context has a number of dimensions. First, the United States–led
invasions and occupations of Afghanistan and Iraq, since 2001 and 2003 respectively,
have triggered a debate about “American empire” and the so-called global war on
terror. Referred to by skeptics as a “permanent state of emergency,” the war’s
supporters invoke terrorist threats to justify the erosion of liberties at home and the
torture of suspected enemies and drone strikes abroad.2 Second, these engagements
have also stimulated an intersecting debate on global counterinsurgency, hitherto
largely the preserve of imperial and military historians.3 Third, in a parallel devel-
opment, the belated international responses to the genocides and ethnic cleansings of
the 1990s led to an intense discussion about military-humanitarian intervention,
culminating in a United Nations General Assembly resolution on the “Responsibility
to Protect” doctrine in 2005 and the establishment of an office on genocide prevention
in the UN Secretariat.4 Fourth, observing these debates dominated by political scien-
tists, lawyers, and counterinsurgency intellectuals, many historians began researching
the origins of humanitarianism and human rights, arguing that they lie in the
eighteenth-century Enlightenment, if not earlier, or countering that they are products
of contingency with complicated, often discontinuous relationships with their
presumed ancient and Enlightenment roots.5
In this multidimensional context, scholars have deployed three keywords—
transformation, occupation, and invasion—in various combinations to conceptualize
the current conjuncture of global empire/counterinsurgency. “Humanitarian occupa-
tions” is a first combination, used to label the concentration of UN peace-keeping
and/or reconstruction missions in Haiti, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, and East
Timor since the early 1990s, thereby distinguishing them from American-led military
occupations in Afghanistan and Iraq.6 “Transformative (or humanitarian) invasions”
is another combination, this time to name those American occupations of Afghanistan
and Iraq because of their mixture of counterinsurgency with development and
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institution-building projects inspired by post–World War II colonial emergencies.7
Still another combination is “transformative occupation,” coined in 2003 by David J.
Scheffer in opposition to the concept of belligerent occupation.8 Unlike the other two
terms, transformative occupation possesses the chronological scope to capture long-
term phenomena beyond the immediate context of invasion, and the thematic range
to encompass, but also surpass, the question of humanitarianism.
This dossier on transformative occupations in the modern Middle East aims to
advance discussion of the concept through fine-grained social and political histories of
the region that is currently the main target of dramatic interventions. Notably, it is
also a region that was constituted as the “Middle East” largely through its imperial
appropriation in a prior wave of such interventions after World War I.9 Given this
enduring role of external interventions in the region’s geopolitical existence and status,
the value of applying the concept of transformative occupation to these varied case
studies is borne out by a mutually constitutive relationship between theorizing and
empirical enquiry. On one hand, selecting these cases in all their empirical diversity,
from Mandate Palestine to contemporary Afghanistan, and marshaling them under
the rubric of transformative occupation, allows us to grasp unsuspected commonalities
in state formation (and prevention) during and after imperial and colonial occupation.
At the same time, the historical approach shows that the theoretical concept of trans-
formative occupation has deeper roots than usually assumed, in periods long before
the contemporary moment or even the era of postcolonial states. In this introduction,
we briefly sketch these roots and applications in a semantic treatment of both
keywords. Durably sedimented in both terms are meanings from the age of imperial
conquest, colonial rule, and capitalist modernization, showing that transformative
occupation can be as much a postcolonial phenomenon as the more familiar tale of
Western imperial tutelage over non-Western societies.
Accordingly, the essays span a period from World War I to the post-2001
conjuncture, discussing transformative occupations through their social and political
histories, with an emphasis on the following subthemes. First, the implementation
and appropriation of developmental ideologies, metrics, and hierarchies at various
political scales from the international to the imperial to the regional, national, and
local. Second, the constitution—within and across multiple imperial frameworks—of
autonomous, semi-autonomous, or pseudo-autonomous political spaces, such as
interwar mandates and contemporary special or occupied territories. We treat espe-
cially the sociopolitical technologies associated with these spaces—bureaucratic
dynamics, blockades, and cross-border networks—through which the legal and moral
practices of social life in contexts of transformative occupation are adjudicated. Third,
the articulation of political temporalities and paths to independence or settlement
through which transformative occupations were imagined, appropriated, and later
remembered, and the intersection of these long wave temporalities with other,
“distinct rhythms of history”: the tempos of insurgency, electoral calendars, and the
calculative timeframes of developmental economy.10 Finally, the practices and
rhetorical patterns of violence and resistance through which transformative occupations
were maintained and undermined, and the humanitarian practices developed both
within and in response to these practices and patterns.
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As noted above, our focus on the Middle East responds empirically to the fact that
the region has been the theater of two major transformative occupations in recent
years, in Afghanistan and Iraq, both of which have now entered a phase of limited
imperial withdrawal by the United States and its allies. The region has also been the
site of several other recent transformative interventions, from Mali to Syria. Finally,
the Middle East contains one of the most long-running instances of transformative
occupation: the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel. A new historiography is only
now beginning to tell the story of the region’s role in the twentieth-century history of
humanitarianism.11
This dossier therefore aims to explore the varieties and evolutions of transformative
occupation within the region. But it also seeks to suggest how prior occupations
become sites of later historical-political reference; for example, how the interwar
period has served as a repertoire of narratives through which the contemporary situ-
ation in the region, and notably the tension between “imperial democratization and
national self-determination,” is interpreted and enacted.12
Occupation and Transformation
In the main, the scholarly discussion of these terms has centered on the inadequacy of
the Hague and Geneva Conventions’ belligerent occupation stipulations to cover the
recent invasion coalitions’ ambitious political and economic programs. The point of
belligerent occupation as conceived in the Hague Conventions is that it obtains
temporarily until a treaty is signed.13 By contrast, the project in Iraq was more in
keeping with the Allied occupations of Germany and Japan after World War II, occu-
pation regimes whose own relationship to belligerent occupation was complicated and
contested.14 In Iraq since 2003, a central issue has been the tension between sover-
eignty and reconstruction: how can the imperative to respect sovereign continuity be
reconciled with the occupiers’ transformative, indeed revolutionary, ambitions?
Increasingly, the realization is dawning that law cannot account for such geopolitical
realities. Occupation is a political fact born of military power; the law merely seeks to
regulate it. That it cannot do so satisfactorily is the suggestion of some commenta-
tors.15
Another discussion strand on transformative occupation has concerned the conver-
gence between the U.S.-led occupations of the 2000s and UN projects, although
occupation law does not apply to the latter, authorized as they are by the Security
Council. These latter instances stand in the tradition of mandates and trusteeships.16
Even the United States initially sought to avoid the application of the Hague and
Geneva Conventions to its presence in Iraq because the U.S. self-perception as an
anticolonial power was felt to be inconsistent with the occupation concept.17 At the
time, one legal scholar referred to occupations in terms of ambiguity, even stigma and
embarrassment.18
These questions of inadequacy and convergence underline the fact that the three
senses of occupation—as belligerent, as mandate/trusteeship, and as de facto
annexation—are historically intertwined and impossible to separate neatly, even today.
Consider long-term occupations like Israel-Palestine. If international law no longer
recognizes the acquisition of sovereignty by occupation—in that sense, colonialism is
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now formally illegal—what if no treaty is negotiated and the occupation endures,
becoming what has been called a “prolonged military occupation,” in the words of
Adam Roberts?19 Like other scholars, Roberts distinguishes such occupations from
transformative occupation, because the latter stands in the anti-annexationist tradition
of the French Revolutionary wars: this type of occupation, or “imposed constitution-
alism” as Peter Stirk calls it, is the means to end occupations, not to entrench them.20
Both authors have Iraq in mind, among other cases, rather than Israel-Palestine,
though the developmentalist program of the Palestinian Authority (PA) and interna-
tional donors, with its gestures toward eventual political-economic independence, is
consistent with their notion of transformative occupation.21
Other legal scholars have taken a more thoroughgoing historical approach. Nehal
Bhuta has identified transformative occupation’s origins in the imperatives of the
European state system after the Napoleonic wars. Bhuta sees the project as marked by
an intrinsic tension between imposing development and democracy by force while
seeking legitimacy in the name of a future order.22 He shows that the keywords of
transformation and occupation can be unpacked to illuminate the longer-term
imperial meanings and sociopolitical implications of transformative occupation. For if
the application of transformative occupation has been principally in the Middle East
today, its historical roots might also lie there. Indeed, it is our contention, and the
basis for this dossier, that productive analysis of the core tension that Bhuta
identified—between sovereignty and reconstruction—must be undertaken in terms of
the “usages and practices” through which occupation transforms.
Attention to the quotidian and granular aspects of transformation has proved
fruitful in a variety of scholarly fields, as is clear if we consider further the keyword of
transformation. The precapitalist transformation wrought by settler colonialism, when
indigenous societies were subjected to a “logic of elimination” (Patrick Wolfe) that
aimed to replace them by settler ones, is evident in both conceptual and historical
treatments of the matter, as Chris Tomlins observes in relation to colonial America:
Colonizing meant the kind of quotidian piecemeal transformations that can add
up to profound change: transformations realized in the daily acts of taking
possession, and in the manner of working the fields once possession was secured;
transformations in the status of those who worked; transformations in the way
rule was exercised over them, and by them.23
Transformation is a term also commonly used to describe the subsequent capitalist
revolution in land and other property relations in both European and colonial histori-
ography of the nineteenth century in particular, starting with Marx’s views of
capitalism’s progressive role in accelerating the march of history in Britain’s colonies.
In other modes of colonial occupation, the transformation concerns the indigenous
subject, indeed the invention of categories of native and settler, with concomitant
revolutions in culture and temporality, as Talal Asad has eloquently described.24 The
British state in India, for example, was an “ethnographic state” that through various
“cultural technologies of rule” would “set in motion transformations every bit as
powerful as the better-known consequences of military and economic imperialism.”25
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Such transformations have been called “epistemological violence” for creating the cate-
gories of knowledge that at once served the colonial state and subjected the
colonized.26
The transformative occupation literature also passes over other features of postco-
lonial scholarship in its positing of a rigid binary between an activist Western occupier
and the passive Oriental occupied. For almost twenty years, by contrast, historians
have conceived of the metropole-colony relationship as a “single analytic field,” in
which the former is transformed as it transforms the latter.27 Britain and France were
made in the acquisition of their various possessions, just as an enduring imperial
concern was the corrupting effects of colonial rule on metropolitan culture.28
In transformations no less dramatic, British indirect rule in Africa named and
empowered indigenous elites, thereby partly creating and freezing tribal-ethnic divi-
sions with sometimes genocidal postcolonial consequences.29 Continuing this pattern,
as Nida Alahmad shows in her essay here, the United States after 2003 recast Iraq
along ethnic rather than political lines, transforming that society away from a polity
organized by different principles.30 To be sure, local actors took up opportunities and
adopted, creatively or not, the identities thrust upon them by Europeans.31 Indeed,
ironically, anticolonial nationalists themselves posited the stark colonizer-colonized
binary and often adopted the colonizer’s version of a timeless, precolonial culture as
the basis for their posited postcolonial nation-state.32 These elites attempted to “catch
up” with the West by “making the national project a form of transformative project.”33
The Kemalist regime in Turkey since the early 1920s is perhaps the paradigmatic
example, reinventing patterns observable in Europe.34 The struggles of anticolonial
nationalism can therefore also be seen as a form of transformative occupation, engaged
as it is in the authoritarian internal colonization of its own territories and histories in
the face of local resistance, often aided at key moments by the Western powers with
anticommunist agendas.35
Throughout the nineteenth century, meanwhile, Western European commen-
tators compared the dynamic transformations taking place in their own “civilized”
societies with the purported stasis of the “barbarian” non-European world. Colonial
rule’s civilizing mission would bring the emoluments of progress, it was claimed, in a
context of philanthropic and humanitarian activity’s growing “interpenetration with
projects of governmentality.”36 British colonial rule in the 1820s and 1830s, for
example, was not only the object of humanitarian lobbying but incorporated policies
of indigenous amelioration as its raison d’eˆtre. And among the various legal and
political formations through which colonial rule operated, trusteeship is especially
important, since it influenced the mandate model of colonial rule—the “sacred trust”
in the words of the League of Nations Covenant—after World War I.37
Trusteeship
As an ideal type, trusteeship has been defined in the following terms:
[It] assumes that some notion of defect joins ruler and ruled in a hierarchical
relationship, one based explicitly on a condition of inequality, whereby the
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enlightened instruct the ignorant in the true nature of things. And it assumes that
the end towards which this tutelage is directed is concerned fundamentally with
promoting the welfare of dependent peoples.38
Historically, trusteeship varied and evolved markedly alongside wider colonial
dynamics, coming into being within a matrix of pre-existing and related categories,
first of all in British political theory rooted in the activities of the East India Company.
Thus Edmund Burke used the term in the 1780s to discuss the rights and obligations
the British Crown’s subjugation of Indian subjects should yield.39 Some mid-
nineteenth century liberal theorists of education, trade, and government then elabo-
rated proximate ideas of “fitness and unfitness for liberty,” as imperial expansion
forced new grappling with colonial difference. For J. S. Mill “the achievement of
liberty was fulfilled within a progressive temporality exemplified by education, civili-
zation, and government,” and “his work has become the normative political theory
that rationalized the governing of liberty as representative government for some and
despotism for others.”40
Nevertheless, positivist liberalism as a facilitator of European empire was not
monolithic. By the time of the Berlin conference of 1884–85, launched by German
chancellor Otto von Bismarck to regulate the competitive expansion of European
imperial sovereignty and trade in the Congo especially, trusteeship appeared in concert
with the more central concept of “effective occupation,” and under the influence of
the principles of the British antislavery movement. Important in the latter was the
Christian concept of all peoples’ right to exploit natural resources (conceived of as
divinely endowed) via the accompanying institution of “progressive” commerce based
on capitalist property relations.41
Below the surface of the Berlin Conference Act, the tensions between trusteeship
and effective occupation manifested themselves in heated debate and forms of anti-
imperial liberal jurisprudence. If some liberal jurists in Berlin made the case for
European imperial expansion in Africa by arguing that European “effective occu-
pation” was legitimate where continuous territorial sovereignty was not maintained by
Congolese authorities, others certainly did not.42 In practice, most colonial states
ignored assurances about African property rights in subsequent decades.43
Relevant in this context is the British colonial administrator Frederick Lugard
(1858–1945), who acted as governor of Nigeria during World War I and later became
a member of the League of Nations Permanent Mandates Commission (PMC).
Lugard’s ideas revolved around a “dual mandate” conception of colonial trusteeship—
envisaged as beneficial both to metropolitan industry and colonized peoples. His
rather derivative vision is pertinent mainly for its wide influence.44 But it is also
significant for its conceptual emphasis on progressive nominal reciprocity between
rulers and ruled as a basis for transformative but (equally nominal) time-limited
imperial rule.
This notion of a temporally bounded form of administrative tutelage would
increasingly become a political pinch point, as peoples living under mandate or trust-
eeship projects of late colonial rule demanded independence or fiercely criticized their
failures to deliver even on their own terms.45 The United Nations trusteeship system,
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to which the mandate system gave way after the Second World War, and that was
established in chapters XII and XIII of the UN Charter, stood apart markedly from
its predecessor as a result.46 As Nele Matz has noted of trusteeship in the period of
national self-determination, “In regard to security, oversight and economic relation-
ships between the trusteeship territory and the administering power, the two systems
differed considerably.”47
This shift to time-limited forms of trusteeship did not go uncontested, as the
world stumbled from racialized to economistic criteria of development in the 1940s
and 1950s.48 For example, the anti-idealist and historicist view of trusteeship was
updated in early apartheid South Africa to justify the subjugation of racialized
“customary” national cultures.49 Subsequently, in response to the anticolonial nation-
alist developmentalism of the “Bandung Era,” elements of such essentializing
trusteeship strategies, geared to the permanent deferral of independence for the
occupied, became available to various segments of the global New Right in the 1960s,
including in the Israel-Palestine context discussed by Seth Anziska in this dossier.50
Development and Modernization
Ideas of development and modernization nevertheless proliferated globally in the late
nineteenth and then the twentieth century.51 And though Africa remained a key site,
the Middle East too saw a rich bloom of developmentalist thought in this period.52
As Jacob Norris has noted regarding Mandate Palestine, British “politicians and offi-
cials used the word ‘development’ almost obsessively.”53 Such ideas, far from
representing an import arrived with the British, refigured a long tradition of Ottoman
enthusiasm for socioeconomic development.54 Egypt’s state-led espousal of substantial
development and infrastructure projects is now well known, for example. The Syrian
provinces’ shift to cash crop cultivation and their penetration by various railway
projects in the late nineteenth century also prompted multiple discourses of transform-
ative development.55
These iterations of Middle Eastern economic development emerged in the first
instance from the specificities of local histories. Plainly though, the political matrix
via which these local histories related to wider developmentalist thought and practice
was contestation of colonial rule.56 And equally clearly, wider developmentalist
thought and practice in the twentieth century operated spatially through the workings
and intermeshing of empire and trusteeship.57 Through this triple dynamic—local,
anticolonial, and imperial/trusteeship—Middle Eastern development did not spread
uniformly across the region but coagulated lumpily in an imperial and global network
of depots and hubs.58 Meanwhile, as mentioned above, the very term “Middle East”
slowly crystallized in the years around World War I to classify a regional space whose
internal dynamics and outer boundaries also refigured wider circuits, for instance of
pilgrimage and commodity flow.59
The mandate system and its accompanying efforts at infrastructural development
and national-imperial territorial delimitation were particularly important in this
process of economic development. Indeed, mandate rule, through its simultaneous
creation of imperial, international, national, and local jurisdictional scales of oper-
ation, territorialized economic life in complex ways.60 To trace the transformative
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effect of mandatory rule, it is therefore necessary to follow its protagonists across the
new national frontiers that were simultaneously such a rich source of jurisdictional
arbitrage, speculative development planning, and potential profit.61 To sketch how the
dossier seeks to address the issues described above, we turn now to the essays them-
selves.
The Essays
In an opening pair of contributions, the interwar British Mandate in Palestine and
the French Mandate in Syria-Lebanon anchor the dossier. Several aspects of the
mandate system touched on above make this a logical choice. These mandate terri-
tories had an internationalized legal status and a position at the heart of the British
and French Empires in the Middle East—polities that in turn influenced the political
architecture of much of the region for the twentieth century. They also had a role, in
the British case above all, as a critical influence on the establishment of the contem-
porary dynamics of transformative occupation in Israel-Palestine, to which the dossier
subsequently transitions.
Simon Jackson’s essay tackles humanitarian and relief practices developed both
within and in response to practices and patterns of violence and resistance. He explores
how the imperial politics of humanitarian relief on the Eastern Mediterranean littoral
during and at the close of World War I empowered specific Lebanese actors, who
mediated imperial and diaspora food relief action in 1918.62 Across an “occupation
decade” from 1915 to 1925, the dynamics of relief, he argues, solidified into a durable
developmental regime that both produced and sought to relieve emergency situations
in the postarmistice 1920s. Postwar humanitarian efforts also informed the creation of
the mandate’s civic order, granting a “humanitarian notability” privileged access to
strategic positions in the mandate’s political economy.
Jacob Norris, meanwhile, works with the tools of colonial history to show how
the mandate system in Palestine operated within a reinvented British imperial system
of development after World War I. Hewing to our collective concern with the way
developmental ideologies, metrics, and hierarchies operate as part of transformative
occupation, Norris traces a “highly interventionist colonial regime” that set out to
transform Palestine. From the late Ottoman period to the construction of mandate
rule under the aegis of the League of Nations, Norris springs Mandate Palestine from
its standard analytic geography, showing how the British and their allies sought to
make it a beacon of modern development from the Eastern Mediterranean to the
Indian Ocean.
Building on this foundation, the dossier then presents a pair of essays focused on
the contemporary history of Israel-Palestine, from the 1970s to the present day, a
situation that “requires us to take seriously the transformative effect of the accumu-
lation of aborted events and frustrated expectations.”63 Seth Anziska’s essay focuses on
the politics of autonomy in the period after the Camp David accords. He engages
with our concern to explore the political temporalities of occupation and the consti-
tution of pseudo-autonomous political spaces. Whether imagined as a path to
Palestinian independence or as an agenda for Israeli settlement, he shows how these
temporalities intersected with the tempo of resistance, with electoral politics, and with
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Cold War developmental economy across the region. Focusing on the 1970s and the
early 1980s, Anziska is able to show how diplomatic and political debates on Pales-
tinian “autonomy” after Camp David worked to generate a crucial concept of limited,
functionalist autonomy, one detached from territorial sovereignty over the very land
that was simultaneously transformed by Israeli settlement. He thereby articulates a
dynamic with wider ramifications for contexts of transformative occupation: the
dialectic between prolonged political disenfranchisement on the one hand—through
the development of flexible political concepts, such as autonomy, that stunt sover-
eignty—and on the other hand the physical encroachment of settlements on the
ground, which blur political boundaries.
Tareq Baconi takes up the analysis where Anziska leaves off, in the 1990s, but this
time from the perspective of the occupied. His essay interrogates the practices and
rhetorical patterns of violence through which the Israeli transformative occupation is
both maintained and undermined. Baconi anatomizes the resistance strategies of the
Palestinian Islamic Resistance movement Hamas in the period of the Second Intifada
(2000–2006), showing how resistance practices transform quite as radically as does
the territory held by the occupier. Through a close analysis of Hamas discourse, he
charts the organization’s hesitant, contingent, and internally disputed shifts after the
collapse of the Oslo framework in 1999. Baconi’s analysis of the mutually constitutive
dynamics of Israeli occupation and Hamas resistance discusses both the tactical
rhetoric of parity and equivalency in play politically in the context of the Second
Intifada, and Hamas’s attempts to regionalize and internationalize resistance to Israeli
occupation through diplomatic and international legal means.
From the contemporary Israel-Palestine context the dossier then moves to a pair
of essays focused on the twin sites of United States–led transformative occupation
since 2001: Iraq and Afghanistan. Working between political science and science and
technology studies, Nida Alahmad examines the constitution and maintenance of
another politics of developmental measurement, in this case through a study of the
Iraqi state under U.S. occupation after 2003. She focuses first on the intellectual
movement for contemporary state-building, as it germinated in North American
academic new institutionalism, and then on the specific site of the Iraqi electricity
grid. Alahmad vividly explores how the sociopolitical arrangements associated with
this site became the theater in which the political and moral practices of social life
under transformative occupation were performed and adjudicated. At a time when it
has become normal to think of the state as an object of measurement, management,
design, and building—indeed of transformative intervention—Alahmad interrogates
what the expertise of state building means for our sense of the state.
While Iraq has been one the primary sites of United States–led transformative
occupation since 2001, Afghanistan has been the other. Here, Artemy Kalinovsky and
Antonio Giustozzi tack back and forth between the developmental ideologies, metrics,
and hierarchies of the Cold War and post 9/11 conjunctures, showing how the trans-
formative occupations of Soviet and NATO forces alike served to crystallize the
differing visions of state-led and neoliberal development in vogue in the respective
periods. With close attention to the granularities of social reproduction, they show
how the Afghan middle class fractured, recombined, and evolved in the period from
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the 1970s to the present day, working under successive regimes while transforming
from a primarily state-employed bureaucratic class to one enmeshed in the capital
accumulation strategies of the new business elite and omnipresent in the institutional
landscape of NGOs.
Finally, A. Dirk Moses’s contribution, though rooted empirically in Israel-
Palestine, also appraises the contemporary international system’s legal-political nature
and its possibilities as a forum for the dynamics of transformative occupations. Moses
traces the genealogy of international law, and international humanitarian law (IHL)
in particular, showing how, far from providing protection for indigenous peoples, it
has licensed forms of “defensive” aggression and transformative occupation for almost
half a millennium. In a culminating discussion of this tradition’s appropriation in the
context of the Israeli occupation of Palestine, Moses argues that “IHL . . . allows
creeping annexation despite the global norm against colonial conquest.” Through a
careful historical contextualization of IHL’s arguments on “defensive” transformative
occupation, Moses thereby fits the case of Israel-Palestine into a wider exegesis of
colonial legal reason.
Conclusion
If the global politics of humanity derives its legitimacy from its promise to generate
new legal and political orders, to shape new social realities and relations, to establish
new economic imperatives and interests, and to forge new cultural connections and
values, our focus on transformative occupation in the twentieth-century Middle East
offers a way to investigate these processes in a set of case studies that contains both
strong internal comparative elements and also operates as a constellation to shed light
on longer-run dynamics and processes. Needless to say, these dynamics and processes
were not and are not confined to this region. Immediately to the north, for example,
the temporary Italian occupation of Greek islands during World War II is currently
the focus of research on its modernizing agenda and legacies.64 The “developmental
imperialism” conducted by Japan in Asia—whether in Korea in various forms since
the late nineteenth century, in Manchuria between 1932 and 1945, or the shorter
1941–45 occupations—is also a case in point. Although ultimately unsuccessful, the
Japanese occupations in particular so disturbed the foundations of rival imperial
projects, like the French in Indochina and Dutch in Indonesia, that they were unable
to consolidate themselves after the war.65 The fledgling Indonesian state then engaged
in transformative occupations of its archipelago, against fierce and persistent domestic
resistance.66 In Central Asia, finally, the Soviet project to “overcome backwardness”
from the 1920s to the 1960s, awkwardly positioned in standard typologies of imperial
formation, presents another propitious case for exploration with the conceptual map
we have sketched above.67
Shared by empire-states and nation-states, transformative occupations are thus an
enduring feature of modern governmentality. If our focus on the Middle East
responds to its preeminence as a site of transformative occupation in the present
conjuncture, our hope, equally, is that this dossier will constitute a point of departure
for further historical investigation of its dynamics in a variety of global contexts.
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